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ARIZONA ARCHAEOLOGY WEEK:
Promoting the Past to the Public

By Teresa L. Hoffman and Shereen Lerner

State Historic Preservation Office. Arimna Sum, Pnrkv

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
NATIONAL PARK SERVICE

The Federal archeological community has identified a need
for an organized and comprehensive public outreach effort
at the national level which can provide a framework for
regional and local public support for America's ar-
cheological resources. The goals of the program are to:
(1) foster a feeling of ownership of and responsibility for
our common heritage, (2) increase public understanding of
the science of archeology, (3) enhance public awareness of
the current problems involving archeological resources
such as looting, (4) increase understanding of how the
public's actions affect archeological resources, and (5)
increase public involvement in legitimate archeological
activities. This Technical Brief represents one part of the
program by providing guidance in developing public
awareness. It presents the Arizona Archaeology Week as
one example of how successful public outreach programs
operate.

Archaeology Week represents one component of Arizona's
award winning Public Archaeology Program which also
includes the Site Steward Program (volunteers assisting
Federal and State land managing agencies in monitoring
the condition of selected archeological sites), public school
curriculum development, and media involvement. Evolving
over tne pay six years, Archaeology Week fosters the
preservation of archeological resources throughout the
State and seeks to bring archeology to public attention.
The broad-reaching success of the Public Archaeology
Program in Arizona and Archaeology Week in particular
was recognized in 1986 at the Slate and National levels
through a "Take Pride in America" award in the state
government category to the State Historic Preservation
Office (SIIPO) for its coordination of the Public Archaeol-
ogy Program.

Technical Brief No. 2 examines the development of Arizona
Archaeology Week over the past six years, and takes a
detailed look at its history, growth, and components.

IN THE BEGINNING:
The Governor's Ad Hoc Archaeology Advisory Group

Plagued by a legacy of vandalism, Arizona's archeological
resources were offered a measure of relief in 1983 by
former Governor Bruce Babbitt who invited archeologists

and citizens to participate in the Governor's Archaeology
Advisory Group. Sparking the beginning of an important
initiative, the Archaeology Group laid the groundwork for
development of public archaeology programs in the state.
They promoted an action plan for protection of archeologi-
cal resources which focused on the Homotovi Ruins, a
group of sites which had suffered extensive vandalism.
The Archaeology Group's efforts culminated in the

legislative establishment of Homolovi Ruins State Park in
1986, the first archeological park to be operated by the
Arizona State Parks Board, and for which an innovative
interpretive approach is planned.

This strong emphasis on involving the public in archeology
is seen in other efforts of the Governor's Archaeology
Advisory Group, including development in 1982 of the
nationally popular "Thief of Time" poster (the forerunner
of the Archaeology Week posters).

Seeking active public participation, the Archaeology Group
initiated Arizona Archaeology Week in 1983 and served as
the principal sponsor of this program until 1986. The
Archaeology Advisory Commission formally replaced the
Archaeology Group in 1986 and took over sponsorship of
the Archaeology Week celebration. The Archaeology
Commission is a statutory body that works closely with and
advises the SHPO.

ARIZONA ARCHAEOLOGY WEEK:
Taking Pride In the Past

The development of Arizona Archaeology Week reflects a
continuing tradition of commitment to public awareness
and involvement. Taking place in the spring of each year,
Archaeology Week is a program of events oriented toward
informing the public about archeology in the state and
involving them in archeological activities. This program
has developed into a major public relations effort which
involves over 40 different Federal, State, municipal and
private organizations.

Initially, Archaeology Week consisted' of a small State
Capitol Museum exhibition and a few events with limited
publicly. As successes were met with these activities,
other components were added and approaches became
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more sophisticated in re3ponse to the changing needs of the
program, its increasing level of participation, and the desire
to reach a greater variety of audiences.

Because of its growing complexity, Archaeology Week
requires careful planning and persistent coordination by the
SHPO. The major components of this celebration include:

I) initial Thinning meeting and selection of theme,
2) adults' and children's poster design competitions,
3) State Capitol Museum exhibition and related

activities,
4) Governor's and Mayors' proclamations,
5) "Volunteers in Archaeology" Award,
6) statewide events,
7) publicity,
8) follow-up: thank you letters and the annual report.

Each of these components and their associated respon-
siLilities are discussed below.

I) Initial Planning Meeting and Selection of Theme:

From 1983 to 1986 Archaeology Week planning was
handled on an ad hoc basis, and a planning meeting was
held either in November or December, approximately three
to four months prior to Archaeology Week. However,
because of the increasing number of events and participants
in this program, for the last two years a planning meeting
has been scheduled at least six months prior to the
celebration of this statewide event. The principal purpose
of the planning meeting is to reach consensus on the dates
for the celebration, select a theme, identify organizations
that will be sponsoring exhibits at the State Capitol
Museum, brainstorm for new ideas, discuss what did and
did not work the previous year, and assign various
responsibilities as needed. This meeting is followed up
with a relatively detailed memo to all Archaeology Week
participants which reiterates decisions that were made.
Communication is an important part of this program,
particularly since only one general planning meeting takes
place. The SHPO facilitates this communication effort by
providing periodic updates on Archaeology Week plans
and reminders at significant stages in planning, such as
deadlines for submitting information for the calendar of
events brochure, distribution of the brochure and poster,
and set up for the Capitol Museum exhibition.

The use of a theme for Archaeology Week began in 1986
and has provided a focus for the annual events and
activities in subsequent years. In 1986 the theme was "The
Past Made Public," promoting the efforts of archeologists
to share their interpretations of the past with the public. In
1987, 'Take Pride in the Past: 100 Years of Arizona
Archaeology" served as the annual theme in celebration of
the centennial of organized archeological research in the
state. The 1988 Archaeology Week focused on the theme
"Volunteers in Archaeology: Protecting Our Heritage,"
honoring the contributions of volunteers whose efforts are
so important to Arizona archeology. Each year the theme
is incorporated into many of the events and activities and is
also promoted on the annual poster.

2) Adults' and Children's foster Design Competition:

One of the most important components of Archaeology
Week is the annual adult poster design competition which
encourages artists and archeologists alike to lend their
talents to promoting awareness and appreciation of
Arizona's unique cultural resources. Sponsored by the
Arizona Archaeological Council (AAC), Archaeology
Advisory Commission and SHPO, the contest results in a
poster that is distributed statewide to advertise the program
and promote the theme for Archaeology Week. The poster
design has undergone a dramatic evolution over the past six
years, culminating in the high quality design for 1988.

Since 1984, the AAC has provided a cash prize for the
winner of the annual poster contest. In previous years the
Arizona Department of Transportation, U.S. Bureau of
Reclamation, U.S. Forest Service, Franzoy-Corey (local
engineering/architecture firm), and Salt River l'roject (local
utility company) have lent their support by printing the
poster.

Archeologists have begun to realize over the last few years
the importance of instilling in our children a sense of
stewardship for our cultural heritage if Arizona's dwindling
cultural resources are to survive with integrity to be
appreciated by future generations. Working toward this
goal, in 1988 the SHPO approached the AAC Schools
Committee with a proposal for a cooperative effort in
cosponsoring a statewide children's poster contest to
involve kids in Archaeology Week. The results were
overwhelming, with 295 individual entries being received
from 27 separate school classes ranging in grade from
kindergarten through high school. Winning entries were
displayed in shopping malls prior to and during Archaeol-
ogy Week in major metropolitan areas across the State.
First place ribbons were awarded to one student in each
class, and all others received a certificate of honoraole
mention, Feedback from teachers indicated that this was a
very popular program, and many took their students to
view their artwork at the malls.

3) The State Capitol Exhibition and Related Activities:

Reaching legislators and a broad spectrum of the public is
the goal of another major component of Archaeology
Week: the annual exhibition at the State Capitol Museum
in Phoenix. Offering the public the opportuaity to explore
various aspects of Arizona archeology in exhibits and
displays, the State Capitol Museum exhibition also
provides the chance to view prehistoric crafts demonstra-
tions (flintknapping or stone tool manufacture, pettery
decoration, ceramic manufacturing techniques). What
started out as a small exhibit with one display in 1983, has
expanded every year so that in 1988 there were 19 displays
available to the public. A public reception is held at the
Capitol each year and in 1987 featured Hopi Indian dances
which illustrated the connection between past and present
cultures in Arizona. Invitations to the reception and any
associated activities are sent to the Governor, all legis-
lators, and others as appropriate. Notices are posted in
public places and are also advertised through the media.

Le,



ARCHAEOLOGY
Stratigraphy

Sciences/Social Studies

GARBAGE CAN ARCHAEOLOGY

BACKGROUND: Prehistoric peoples did not have garbage cans in which to throw their
garbage, nor did they have garbage pick-up each week. They threw their garbage in
heaps, or into holes such as pits or houses, or just on the ground surface. Historic people
also left trash, just as we do in the modem world. Some archaeologists study historic and
modern trash to learn more about how to interpret prehistoric trash and to compare what
people say they use and throw out to what they actually use and discard (sometimes
called garbology, in fun).

The term stratigraphy (struh-TEEG-ruh-fee) refers to the interpretation of the layers of
past cultural deposits. Those artifacts found on top are usually the youngest (most
recent), those on the bottom are the oldest. The garbage dump is one of the areas in a
site where the archaeologist uses stratigraphy. If the layers are disturbed and mixed up
as a result of vandalism, the interpretation is not possible. The layers used for interpreta-
tion are determined by the natural soil layers or may be arbitrarily defined by the ar-
chaeologist. By examining and analyzing the layers or dumping episodes and the artifacts
in them, archaeologists can learn how past peoples lived and what their activities were.

OBJECTIVES: 1. The students wili demonstrate that they know
the principle of stratigraphy by relating that the
material at the bottom of the basket was thrown in
first.

TIME:

2. The students will interpret materials found in
several wastebaskets and categorize the materi-
als according to room origin.

1 hour

MATERIALS: Two or more wastebaskets from the school (or
optionally from home) filled with trash. The
teacher should select wastebaskets from rooms
that will show clearcut, interpretable differences.
Wastebaskets from a classroom or two could be
contrasted with ones from the cafeteria, gym-
nasium, library, and offices.

VOCABULARY: Stratigraphy -- The vertical relationships of
deposits in an archaeological site. These
deposits may be natural or cultural. Cultural
material found in stratified deposits can be dated
in relation to one another on the basis of their
location in a stratified column.

Provenience -- Where an artifact or feature is
found.
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ACTIVITY: Colect wastebaskets from the several predetermined locations. Gather the students and
carefully go through the wastebasket from your classroom. Discuss the meaning of the
trash and ask the students questions such as:

1. What items do you think were placed in the wastebasket first and which last?

2. By using only the trash, what can be learned about the activities that have taken place
in this room?

Now divide the students into groups and have each group sort through a different waste-
basket using the stratigraphy principles. (One idea to show that the top layer is the
neweSt- and the bottom the oldest would be to take the groups outside and draw the
wastebasket on the sidewalk with chalk. Also draw with chalk to divide the wastebasket
into three layers. The children are to put the top third of the garbage in the top layer, the
second in the middle, and the last third in the bottom layer.) Next, the artifacts can be
categorized. Then have the students decide the original location (provenience) of each
wastebasket. Remember, don't tell the students where the wastebaskets originated!

WORKSHEET: The worksheet should contain the following questions:

1. Define stratigraphy and tell how it is used by archaeologists.

2. Why does trash reflect what activities took place in the room where it was located?

3. What can't you interpret using just the trash from the wastebaskets?

ANSWERS: 1. See the vocabulary section of the lesson plan for this answer.

2. Because the material in the waztebasket comes only from activities that took place in
the room in which it was located. These activities are unique and differ from those in any
other room. People discard material eissociated with activities they perform in the room.

3. You can't interpret anything in the cultuce in a reliable way outside of the activities that
took place in the room from which the wastebasket originate J. We can't know what took
place in other rooms in the school, or in buildings, offices, or homes outside of the school.
All of these wastebaskets would need to be looked at to begin to understand the culture
that produced them.

Illustration in: The Upper Pima of San Cayeteno Del Tumacacorl by Charles C. DI Peso. Amerind Foundation No. 7, 195e:270.
(Courtesy of Amerind Foundation, Inc., Dragoon, Arizona)

Lesson plan prepared by: E. Charles Adams, Arizona State Museum and Barbara Gronemann, Southwest Learning Sources.
Arizona Archaeological Council, Archaeology for the Schools Committee, c/o Shurban, Arizona State Museum, University of
Arizona, Tuscan, Arizona 85721.
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Flintknapper Chuck:Hoffman monstrates manufacturing
techniques used by prehistoric Native Americans to produce their
none arrowheads and biller tools. One of many demonstrations
that took place as part of the State Capitol Exhibition during
Archaeology Week. (Photo courtesy of Arizona State Parks,
SlIPO)

An information table is set up in the rotunda at the Crpitol
Museum for the duration of Archaeology Week. Staffed by
volunteers from the Arizona Archaeological Society, the
table serves as a center for distribution of a variety of
brochures and information on Archaeology Week activities
at the Capitol Museum and around the State.

4) Governor's and Mayors' Proclamations:

To attain State and local government support for Archaeol-
ogy Week, a proclamation signing ceremony is held with
the Governor during Archaeology Week. Draft proclama-
tions are submitted to all mayors of incorporated cities and
.owns in Arizona requesting their support for this program.
The number of cities and towns participating has been
gradually increasing over the years, and 22 submitted
signed proclamations to the SHPO in 1988. The proclama-
tions are displayed at the Capitol during the exhibition.

5) "Volunteers In Archaeology" Award:

The Archaeology Advisory Commission initiated a special
award in 1988 as part of the Archaeology Week events.
The "Volunteers in Archaeology" award is sponsored to
honor an individual who has contributed his or her time
and energy to promoting the protection and preservation of
Arizona's archeological resources through public education
or other means.

The first award was presented to Louie F. Curtis during
Archaeology Week by Governor Rose Mofford and the
Advisory Commission. Mr. Curtis, age 70, was jointly
nominated for the award by the Coconino National Forest,
the Arizona State Museum, Homolovi Research Program,
and the Arizona Archaeological and Historical Society for
his contribution of "countless hours and tireless energy to
the protection and preservation of Arizona's arzhaeological
resources..." This award is particularly appropriate for
Archaeology Week because so much of its success is due to
the efforts of volunteers like Mr. Curtis.

6) Statewide Events:

Archeological site tours, open houses, tours of archeologi-
cal laboratories, public lecture series, talks by arczeologists
at local schools and Chambers of Commerce, video and
slide programs, exhibits in libraries and other public places,
free admission days at museums and parks, demonstrations
of prehistoric crafts, and archeology "how-to" workshops
for children and adults are examples of the other events
offered to the public. In 1988, over 100 separate activities
took place in over 26 communities statewide. Federal
agencies play a particularly active role in sponsoring many
events across the State, and their efforts are augmented by
avocational societies, museums, private consultants, and
others.

7) Publicity:

Getting information out to the public on Arizona Archaeol-
ogy Week is a major effort by many organizations. News
releases for print, radio, and television media are prepared
for many of the events that take place as part of the
plaraing and implementation of Archaeology Week. The
SHPO takes care of general news information. Sponsors of
activities across the state handle their own promotions
within their local areas.

In 1983, the Archaeology Advisory Group and SHPO
coordinated the production of radio public service

These dancers are from Hopi Junior and Senior High Schools
from the Hopi Mesas performing traditional Native American
dances at the State Capitol Exhibition and public reception
during Archaeology Week. (Photo courtesy of Arizona State
Parks, SII PO)
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announcements (PSAs) which Natured Harrison Ford (who
playcd thc =via role of Indiana Jonas). Thcse wcrc uscd
for several ycars to promote Archaeology Wcck. Prior to
1987 thc SHPO distributcd a bulky Public Information
Packct to mcdia and all those on tlic Archaeology Wcek
mailing list, but this packet received littic attention duc to
its format. in 1987 a brochurc was developed to be used as
a medium for disseminating information on cvcnts and
activitics en a statcwidc basis. Four thousand copies of this
brochure wcrc printed and distributed during that year. In
1988, due to incrcascd dcmand, 14,000 copics of the
calendar of cvents wcrc distributcd statcwidc.

The brochure format with its concisc listing of cvents
available to the public represented a marked improvement
ovcr thc bulky packct used in prcvious years. Thc brochure
provided a handy means for the SHPO and avant sponsors
to advcrti3c thcir activities by distributing the brochures at
'flutings and public places (c.g., libraries, Chambers of
Commerce, etc.). The brochurc is organized by data of
event and place to facilitate its ('Sc by tlic public.

Thc U.S. Burcau of Land Management (BLM) played a
significant role in publicity. In 1987, the agency produced
PSAs for tcicvision and radio fcaturing Ted Damson.
Damson, an Arizona native and star of tlic television series
"Cheers," is the son of long-timc Arizona archeologist Dr.
Ned Danson. Thc PSAs urged public involvement in "the
advcnturc of discovcry" and protection of cultural
resources. They wcrc a cooperative effort betwccn the
BLM Phoenix Training Center, BLM Statc Officc, Arizona
State Museum, and the SHPO. Thc PSAs were distributcd
in cooperation with the SHPO for Arizona Archaeology
Wcek activitics during both 1987 and 1988.
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Governor's Proclamation. (Courtesy of Arizona Stale Parks,
SUPO)

8) Archaeology Week Follow-up: Thank You Letters
and the Annual Report:

Oncc Archaeology Wcck is ovcr, thank you letters are sent
out which requcst information on thc activitics of all
sponsors. Within thrcc months aftcr Archaeology Wcek an
annual rcport summarizing thc statcwidc results is prepared
and distributcd to all participants and othcrs (Governor,
State and Fcdcral lcgislators) as appropriate. Initiated in
1986, thc annual rcport provides updated documentation on
Archaeology Wcek, allows evaluation of thc effectiveness
of many of thc components, and serves as a useful
marketing tool to send whcn asking for assistance or
contributions. 1g38 was the first year that reliable statistics
were availablc on thc number of pcoplc that had been
exposed to Archacology Week, and perhaps to archeology
for thc first timc. It is estimated that at least 122,473
peoplc io Arizona attended Archaeology Week cvcnts and
activities, and-it is poSsiblc that Ova 1 million jreopk wait
reached through thc various media. Archaeology Week
was featured statewide in at least 26 newspapers, 20
ncwslcttcrs and magazines, 6 radio stations, and 9
tcicvision stations. This is based on information provided
to thc SHPO by Archacology Wcck participants and
represents a minimum accounting of the media in which
publicity appeared. Thc circulation figures for the print
mcdia provided somc insights into the number of peoplc
who potentially heard about Archacology Weak. Although
it is likely that there is overlap among the readership of
many of these publications, it is possible that 1,419,159
people wcrc =cited as a result of thc print India. No
figures wcrc availablc for radio and tclevisign coverage.

These and other results arc published in the Annual Rcport,
providing the SHPO, Archacology Commission, par-
ticipants, and others with fccdback on tlic scope of
activities and thcir succcsscs or fc:lures. Although this is
difficult to directly measure, somc of thc successes of
Archaeology Week include the enhanced visibility of the
SHPO and its programs, increased intcrest and voluntecr-
ship for tlic Sitc Steward Program, greater interest in
community archeological parks, and broader intcrest in
popular information on archeology end avocational
archcological groups. The Annual Rcport b also provided
to the State Legislature and over dic past fcw ycars there
has been an inereased awareness among legislators
rcgarding cultural resources issucs. The report is also
useful for informing those who request information from
the SHPO on Arizona's Public Archaeology Program.

IN CONCLUSION

The past six years have focused on developing a cont.
prchensivc public oricnted program involving thousands of
people. As its centerpiece, Archaeology Week draws
together many different groups one week per year and
presents archeology in a positivc manner. The keystone to
tlic success of Archaeology Wcek has bce,n thc spirit of
cooperation among Fcdcral, Statc, county and city
agendas, privatc archeological consultants, academie
institutions, museums, avocational archeologists, and
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teachers in the public schools. Without this teamwork,
Archaeology Week would be a less effective program.

Every year Archaeology Week convinces a few more
people about the importance of preserving our heritage and
the need to protect cultural resources. The program focuses
on the positive rather than the negative side of archeology
(don't pothunt or vandalize, don't pick-up artifacts, don't
destroy our cultural heritage, etc.). It focuses on how
individuals can get involved in a positive way, on what
makes archeology inteNsting and on what the past has to
offer. Some of the most successful events are those that
provide people a "hands-on" experience with archeology,
while teaching them that there is a right way and a wrong
way to do archeology.

One of the other impacts of Archaeology Week has been to
make state legislators more aware of archeology as a public
interest. It is a positive experience to discuss a successful
volunteer public program with legislators rather than

focusing on funding needs or changes in legislation.
Keeping legislators informed of the number of participants

in public archeology events is a critical component of
Archaeology Week served by distributing the Annual
Report to state legislators. This awareness is useful when
discussing issues such as site vandalism, needs for site
protection, archeological parks, and establishment of a
rehabilitation grants program all of which are =lent
topics in Arizona.

Archaeology Week is now a regular event in Arizona and
our progress in cultural resources programs and public
awareness has convinced us that other states could benefit
from similar programs, perhaps a national Archaeology
Week similar to the current National Historic Preservation
Week. Whether this becomes a national event is not
critical, although a national Archaeology Week would
encourage those States that are not now participants to
promote such a public program. Public oriented efforts
such as Archaeology Week clearly demonstrate public
interest in archeology. The support generated by these
programs is proving to be invaluable in enhancing current
legislation and furthering the protection of our cultural
heritage.
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